
EE 3025 Dr. Kie�er6 Re 6: Derived RV's, Joint Random Pairs (X;Y )Diretions: Your instrutor will spend the �rst 40 minutes of the reitation period workingsome review problems and going over one or more Matlab experiments in the following.During the last 10 minutes of reitation, your protor will give you a \Lab Form" that yourreitation team ompletes, signs, and turns in. See the last page for an indiation of whatyou will be asked to do on the Lab Form.Due to time limitations, only a part of the following an be overed during the reitationperiod. However, you might want in the future to try some of the unovered experiments onyour own. They ould give skills useful on some future homework problems and ould lendinsight into your understanding of the ourse from an experimental point of view.During the last 10 minutes of reitation, your protor will give you a \Lab Form" thatyour reitation team ompletes, signs, and turns in.This Week's Topis.� Derived RV's� Joint Disrete (X; Y )� Joint Uniform (X; Y )� MAP Detetor Design� Introdution to Joint Gaussian (X; Y )6.1 Exp 1: Derived RV'sThe goal of this experiment is to give you a further understanding of Setion 3.7 of thetextbook on derived RV's.Let X be a ontinuously dist'ed RV and let Y be a ontinuously dist'ed RV whih iseither a stritly inreasing or stritly dereasing funtion of X. In lass, I used the CDFmethod to obtain the density fY (y) from the density fX(x). In this speial ase (beausethere is a one-to-one orrespondene between the values of X and the values of Y ), there isan easier method than the CDF method to �nd fY (y). Namely, fY (y) and fX(x) are relatedby the formula fY (y) = fX(x) �����dxdy ����� : (1)Example 1. In this example, we present you with some onvining numerial evidenethat the formula (1) is valid. Suppose Y and X are related by the formulaY = pX:1



(For this to make sense, we suppose that X just takes nonnegative values, and that thesquare root is the positive square root.) Then, formula (1) beomesfY (y) = 2yfX(y2): (2)At this point, you should take out your notebook and show that formula (2) does indeedfollow from formula (1). Now suppose that the RV X is Uniform(0,1). Then the densityfY (y) of Y = pX is given by fY (y) = ( 2y; 0 � y � 10; elsewhereNotie that this is a ramp funtion with slope 2 that goes from y = 0 to y = 1. In thefollowing, you will onvine yourself that this is true by simulating values of Y and usingthese simulated values to estimate the density fY (y) as you did in Reitation 3. Perform thefollowing steps:Step 1: Generate 100000 pseudorandom observations of the random variable Y by runningthe Matlab sript:lear;n=100000;x=rand(1,100000);y=sqrt(x);Step 2: Run the following Matlab sript, whih ompares an estimate of the plot of fY (y)(based on the 100000 Y samples) to the atual plot of fY (y):N=n/100;a=min(y); b=max(y);Delta=(b-a)/N;t=a-Delta/2+[1:N℄*Delta;f=hist(y,t)/(Delta*n);subplot(2,1,1) %plot estimated densitybar(t,f)PDF=2*t;subplot(2,1,2) %plot atual densityplot(t,PDF)The top plot in your �gure on the sreen is the estimated density and the bottom oneis the atual density for Y . Do you get pretty lose agreement?Step 3: To make the preeding more onvining, you an plot the estimated CDF of Yversus the atual CDF of Y . Before running the following ode, lose the plottingwindow left over from Step 2. 2



p=hist(y,t)/n;CDFestimated=umsum(p); %estimated CDF from Y dataCDFatual=t.^2; %atual CDF omputed from density of Yplot(t,CDFestimated,t,CDFatual) %two plots plotted top of one anotherDoes your plot look like just one urve?Example 2. In one of your homework problems for Marh 4, you are asked to investigatea hange of variable using the Matlab funtion \erfinv". Spei�ally, suppose we de�ne aRV Y = er�nv(U);where U is Uniform(0,1). Run the following Matlab sript, whih will give an estimateddensity for Y based upon 100000 simulated observations of the value of Y :learn=100000;y=erfinv(rand(1,n));N=n/100;a=min(y); b=max(y);Delta=(b-a)/N;t=a-Delta/2+[1:N℄*Delta;f=hist(y,t)/(Delta*n);bar(t,f)Does your estimated density plot look like one half of a Gaussian bell-shaped urve? Howdo you think you an modify the above Matlab ode to obtain both halves of the Gaussianbell-shaped urve? Hint: Instead of the liney=erfinv(rand(1,n));try a line of the formy=erfinv(A*rand(1,n)+B);where the onstants A and B are adjusted to give you uniform data over some other intervalthan [0; 1℄; your interval should be a symmetri interval of the form [�; ℄ for some  > 0.One you �gure out what to take as A and B above, you will be well on your way towardssolving the Homework Problem involving \er�nv".6.2 Exp 2: Joint Disrete (X; Y )In Example 16.2 of the lass notes, I introdued an \ie ream one experiment" whihresulted in a joint pair of disrete RV's (X; Y ). In this Matlab experiment, you will arryExample 16.2 a little bit further. First, let me refresh your memory about this experiment.First, Bill eats X ie ream ones, where X is a Poisson RV with mean 1. Then, Bill ips3



a fair oin X + 1 times, observes the number of heads Y , and then runs this many miles inorder to work o� the e�ets of his ie-ream binge. The values of (X; Y ) are the set of pointsS = f(x; y) : x = 0; 1; 2; 3; � � � ; y = 0; 1; � � � ; x+ 1g:In Example 16.2, we derived the joint PMF PX;Y (x; y) to be as follows:PX;Y (x; y) = ( (exp(�1)=x!)�x+1y �(1=2)x+1; (x; y) 2 S0; (x; y) 62 SIn the following Examples, you use Matlab to determine various things about this joint PMF.Example 3. It should be true that1Xx=0 x+1Xy=0PX;Y (x; y) = 1:Write some Matlab ode using two nested for loops (one for x and one for y) to obtain thesum NXx=0 x+1Xy=0 pX;Y (x; y) (3)for a large N (try N = 10; 25; 50). You an use the fat that the Matlab syntax for PX;Y (x; y)is:exp(-1)*(1/2)^(x+1)*(x+1)/(prod(1:y)*prod(1:x+1-y))If your program rashes, your instrutor will try to help you. For eah N you try, see howlose to 1 your sum (3) is. Use \format long" to see if you are getting auray beyond thefourth deimal plae.Example 4. The RV Y (the number of miles Bill runs) takes the values 0; 1; 2; � � �. Itsmarginal PMF P Y (y) is given by the formulas:P Y (0) = P (Y = 0) = 1Xx=0PX;Y (x; 0)P Y (y) = P (Y = y) = 1Xx=y�1PX;Y (x; y); y = 1; 2; � � � (4)In partiular, we have P (Y = 0) = 1Xx=0(exp(�1)=x!)(1=2)x+1: (5)Write some Matlab ode and run it to get a good approximation to P (Y = 0). (Hint: Youould again use the above Matlab syntax for PX;Y (x; y) where you use a double for loop inwhih one of the loops is \for y=0:0".) Now go bak to equation (5) and sum up the serieson the right side using the following MClaurin series expansion:et = 1 + t+ t2=2 + t3=6 + t4=24 + � � � : (6)4



You should be able to prove thatP (Y = 0) = exp(�0:5)=2:Compare this exat value with the approximation for P (Y = 0) you got earlier. Now runthe following Matlab sript, whih simulates 5000 observations of X and of Y :learfor i=1:5000N=-1;T=0;while T<1T=T-log(rand(1,1));N=N+1;endx(i)=N;y(i)=sum(rand(1,N+1)>1/2);endExeute the linemean(y==0)Do you get an approximation to P (Y = 0) that is good to two deimal plaes?Example 5. The following formula follows from (4):P (Y = 1) = 1Xx=0(exp(�1)=x!)(x + 1)(1=2)x+1:Write some Matlab ode and run it to get a good approximation to P (Y = 1). You ando it two ways: (1) with the preeding formula, and (2) with a simulation as at the end ofExample 4.Example 6. The following formula follows from (4):P (Y = 2) = 1Xx=1(exp(�1)=x!)(x + 1)(x)(1=2)x+2:Use Matlab to get an approximation to P (Y = 2) two di�erent ways.Final Remark. Using the MClaurin Series formula (6), one an obtain a losed formexpression for P Y (y) that is valid for every nonnegative integer y. (You worked out the exatvalue for P Y (0) in Example 4. The exat derivations of P Y (y) for y > 0 are not that muhharder.) When one does this, one sees that Y is not Poisson, even though X is Poisson. (Yturns out to have a PMF that is not one of our ommon distributions from Chapters 2-3.)
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6.3 Exp 3: Joint Uniform (X; Y )Let R be the following triangular region in the (x; y)-plane:

-
6���������� x
y

3
3 R0Suppose we hoose the random pair (X; Y ) uniformly from R. From the lass notes, we knowthat the joint density fX;Y (x; y) is onstant over R, with the onstant being the reiproalof the area of R. The reader an now verify that this gives us the following expression forthe joint density: fX;Y (x; y) = ( 2=9; (x; y) 2 R0; elsewhereExample 7. In this example, I am going to show you how to simulate observations of(X; Y ) and how to use these simulated observations to estimate a probability involving(X; Y ). Run the following program, whih reates a vetor x and a vetor y onsisting of5000 simulated observations of X and Y , respetively:lear;i=0;while i<5000x_temp=3*rand(1,1);y_temp=3*rand(1,1);if x_temp+y_temp<3i=i+1;x(i)=x_temp; y(i)=y_temp;elseendend(The program works by randomly generating a point (x; y) in a 3 � 3 square, and thenkeeping the point (x; y) as a simulated value of (X; Y ) if it lies in R.) Now we are going touse these simulated observations of X and Y to estimate the probabilityP [X2 + Y 2 < 4℄: (7)Run the following line of Matlab ode in order to obtain the estimate:6



mean(x.^2+y.^2<4)The preise answer is the area of the irular quadrantf(x; y) : x2 + y2 < 4; x � 0; y � 0gdivided by the area of R. Using this fat, ompute the exat value of (7). (Reall that thearea of a irle is � times the square of the radius.) Compare the exat value of (7) with theestimate you obtained above. Do you get agreement to two or three deimal plaes?Example 8. We �nd the marginal density fX(x) of X by doing the following:fX(x) = Z 3�x0 (2=9)dx = (2=9)(3� x); 0 � x � 3(The PDF fX(x) is zero elsewhere.) Verify that this is a density by running the Matlabsript:lear;syms xC=2/9;int(C*(3-x),0,3)(The value of the integral should be 1.) Now ompute the mean E[X℄ by running the Matlabsript:lear;syms xC=2/9;int(C*x*(3-x),0,3)Now re-run the sript from Example 8 whih will generate vetors x and y simulating 5000observations of X and Y , respetively. Then, exeute the ommandmean(x)and see how lose this estimate is to E[X℄.Example 9. The area inside an ellipse is �ab, where a is the major radius and b is theminor radius. In this example, you are going to estimate the area inside the ellipsex2=9 + y2=4 = 1; (8)whih has major radius a = 3 and minor radius b = 2. First, run the sript:A=-3; B=3;x=(B-A)*rand(1,50000)+A;y=(B-A)*rand(1,50000)+A; 7



Suppose you were to selet a random point (X; Y ) uniformly from the squaref(x; y) : �3 � x � 3; �3 � y � 3g:What you have stored in Matlab memory are vetors x and y that simulate 50000 observationsof X,Y , respetively. Now exeute a line of Matlab ode whih will use x and y to obtain anestimate of P [X2=9 + Y 2=4 � 1℄: (9)(Use Example 7 as a guide for doing this.) Now use your estimate of (9) to obtain an estimateof the area inside the ellipse (8). Compare this estimate to the exat area obtained by usingthe formula �ab.6.4 Exp 4: MAP Detetor DesignFor this experiment, you need to understand Setion 17.2 of the Class Notes. Better take alook at that now if you have not yet done so. (You an aess it from your urrent loation.)Otherwise, what I'm attempting to do in the following example will be totally meaninglessto you. (If you would rather take the time you need to understand the MAP detetor outsideof reitation, you an skip ahead at this point to Experiment 5.)Example 10. The hannel matrix of a disrete hannel model is given to be0B�Y = 0 Y = 1 Y = 2X = 0 1=2 1=2 0X = 1 0 1=2 1=2X = 2 1=2 0 1=2 1CA (10)The hannel input probabilities areP (X = 0) = 0:32; P (X = 1) = 0:33; P (X = 2) = 0:35:Use Matlab to obtain the joint PMF matrix for the hannel input-output pair (X; Y ). Letus denote the MAP detetor output as X̂, as in the following blok diagram:X ! hannel ! Y ! detetor ! X̂By staring at the joint PMF matrix on your sreen, determine the three MAP detetoroutputs that go in the question marks below:Y = 0 ) X̂ = ?Y = 1 ) X̂ = ?Y = 2 ) X̂ = ?Choose the largest probability from eah olumn of your joint PMF matrix. Add up thesethree probabilities and subtrat from 1. What you have omputed is P [X 6= X̂℄, the proba-bility that the MAP detetor does not estimate X orretly. Keep a reord of this P [X 6= X̂℄value that you have just omputed; you are going to estimate it in the next example.Example 11. Run the following Matlab sript, whih simulates 50000 inputs and outputsfor the disrete hannel model in Example 10:8



learu=rand(1,50000);x=0*(u<0.32)+1*(u>=0.32 & u<0.65)+2*(u>=0.65);z=floor(2*rand(1,50000));y=rem(x+z,3);Let a; b;  be the MAP detetor outputs for respetive inputs y = 0; 1; 2 that you found inExample 10. Run the following Matlab one-liner:xhat=a*(y==0)+b*(y==1)+*(y==2);What you have done is to store 50000 MAP detetor outputs. Now exeute the line of Matlabode:mean(x~=xhat);What this furnishes you is an estimate of the MAP detetor error probability P [X 6= X̂℄that you omputed in Example 10. Compare the estimate you just got to the atual valueof P [X 6= X̂℄.6.5 Exp 5: Introdution to Joint Gaussian (X; Y )A random pair (X; Y ) is joint Gaussian (or bivariate Gaussian) if its PDF is as given onpage 191 of your textbook. In this experiment, I will look at a simpli�ed form of this jointdensity, whih is f(x; y) = 12�p1� �2 exp �x2 � 2�xy + y22(1� �2) ! (11)The parameter � is stritly between �1 and 1 and is alled orrelation oeÆient. We willlearn more about the orrelation oeÆient in subsequent lasses. In this experiment, I amgoing to show you what happens to the plot of the surfaez = f(x; y)as you hange �. This will give you a little bit of an insight into what � might mean.Spei�ally, you will learn the following:� For � = 0, ross-setions of the surfae z = f(x; y) with planes parallel to xy-plane areirles (Example 12).� For � 6= 0, ross-setions of the surfae z = f(x; y) with planes parallel to xy-plane arerotated ellipses (Example 13).� As � approahes�1 the surfae z = f(x; y) gets squashed along a straight line (Example14-15).Example 12. Run the Matlab sript: 9



lear;x=-4:.2:4; %reates x-axis for surfae ploty=-4:.2:4; %reates y-axis for surfae plot[X,Y℄=meshgrid(x,y); %reates points in xy-planerho=0;Z=1/(2*pi*sqrt(1-rho^2))*exp(-(X.^2-2*rho*X.*Y + Y.^2)/(2*(1-rho^2)));olormap(gray)mesh(X,Y,Z)[X,Y℄ denotes a grid of points in the xy-plane. Z, stored in Matlab memory, is a matrixgiving the height z=f(x,y) of the density surfae above eah point (x,y) in the retangulargrid [X,Y℄. On your sreen, you see the plot of the density surfae. The plot is for the speialase in whih � = 0. In this ase, the joint Gaussian density is12� exp(�(x2 + y2)=2);whih is the ase of two independent standard Gaussian RV's X; Y . In the surfae plot, youwill see the urves of intersetion of the surfae with planes of form x=C and y=C. Do theselook like the bell-shaped Gaussian density urves? Exeute the following ommands one byone and see what e�et they eah have on your surfae plot:surfl(X,Y,Z)surfl(X,Y,Z), shading interpExeute the ommand:ontour(X,Y,Z)These are the ross-setions of the surfae plot with planes parallel to the xy-plane. Dothese look like ellipses? Atually, they are supposed to be irles (they might not look likeirles on the plot beause the x and y axes may not be to same sale). To get more of theross-setions, exeute the lineontour(X,Y,Z,40)Example 13. Exeute the lineslear;x=-4:.2:4;y=-4:.2:4;[X,Y℄=meshgrid(x,y);rho=1/2;Z=1/(2*pi*sqrt(1-rho^2))*exp(-(X.^2-2*rho*X.*Y + Y.^2)/(2*(1-rho^2)));olormap(gray)mesh(X,Y,Z)Now exeute the following lines one by one and examine eah of the plots you get:10



surfl(X,Y,Z), shading interpontour(X,Y,Z)Do the ellipses in your ross-setion seem rotated? Find the equations of these ellipses fromthe exponent of the density in (11). Do the equations ontain an xy term? (It is the xy termin the equation of an ellipse that makes it rotated.)Example 14. Exeute the lines:x=-4:.05:4;y=-4:.05:4;[X,Y℄=meshgrid(x,y);rho=0.95;Z=1/(2*pi*sqrt(1-rho^2))*exp(-(X.^2-2*rho*X.*Y + Y.^2)/(2*(1-rho^2)));olormap(gray)mesh(X,Y,Z)surfl(X,Y,Z), shading interpDoes the surfae plot appear squashed along a straight line in the xy-plane?Example 15. Exeute the lines:x=-4:.05:4;y=-4:.05:4;[X,Y℄=meshgrid(x,y);rho=-0.95;Z=1/(2*pi*sqrt(1-rho^2))*exp(-(X.^2-2*rho*X.*Y + Y.^2)/(2*(1-rho^2)));olormap(gray)mesh(X,Y,Z)surfl(X,Y,Z), shading interpDoes the surfae plot appear squashed along a straight line in the xy-plane?Remark. We will prove in lass that if a random pair (X; Y ) has orrelation oeÆient� = �1, then there is a straight line relationship between X and Y , that is, there is a straightline in the xy-plane suh that every observed value of (X; Y ) will fall on this straight line.This explains why the joint Gaussian density plot z = f(x; y) got more squashed along astraight line as �! �1.In the future, you will learn more about the joint Gaussian distribution that what youhave learned today.
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EE 3025 S2007 Reitation 6 Lab FormName and Student Number of Team Member 1:Name and Student Number of Team Member 2:Name and Student Number of Team Member 3:************************************************************************************Study Experiment 3. In this week's lab reports, you will estimate the area or volume of a2-D or 3-D geometrial �gure via a Matlab simulation.
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